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About This Game

Life isn’t getting any easier for our favorite ronin! The journey continues in the land of silk and steel, where fantasy and reality
clash and tough choices await you on every page. Get ready to prove why you’re the toughest ronin around.

Samurai of Hyuga Book 3 is the mind-shattering 225,000 sequel to your favorite interactive tale by Devon Connell, where your
choices control the story. It's entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power

of your imagination.

Become the judge, jury and executioner of your peers. Walk the path of the detective, unravel a demonic mystery—or be
consumed by it! Face your past and fight for your future as the student becomes the teacher. Discover the line between lover

and monster, and be prepared to cross it.

 Take the law into your own hands as you bring justice with sharpened steel!

 Unravel a demonic mystery and discover the truths you were never meant to know!

 Find love (or something like it) as you do battle against true despair!

That and so much more await you in the third book of this epic series!
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Decent start for a game, but really needs some work. But there's a *lot* of glitches. The menu broke and hardlocked the game
(twice), the bouncy flying creatures pushed me into a wall a few times, and the backgrounds you can choose are cut off by the
inner overlay. I really didn't like the water physics, and the time limits felt too restrictive (both acid and trophy). Another small
issue is the pacing; levels go from fast paced platforming action to waiting on a platform for 2 minutes. Also, the text is very
hard to read.

Overall, it's not a bad game, but it's hard to avoid the glitches, and there are several flaws that still need to be worked out. I did
really enjoy it, even if it does have several problems.. "Krai Mira: Extended Cut" the name says all. I mean like others said this
feels like extended cut of planned game.
If this is true this game is made by single person then I must admit one can see that there has been much love put into it and that
the creator played Fallout series quite a lot.
Now if you have played Fallout mainly 2nd part imagine the game that feels like Fallout but there are no secondary skills(as this
come-no training books either), the companions don't have any settings(including inventory), there are almost no side quests,
random encounters are limited in diversity to one or max. two areas, there is no shop economy, loot is mainly random generated
(including stores), graphics is much better but far more choppy, day and night only influence perception, there is no detailed
description of items in the shop, some of the locations don't serve any purpose or their purpose is limited to single action, there
is no 2nd weapon set and the weapons cannot be reloaded after accessing inventory, inventory items have stat requirements that
require a lot of leveling...
So this game is bad? Well, no. Main plot saves the game. You are getting your money worth or even more. It is well worth
investment IMHO to experience a fresh approach to Fallout series. The story is interesting enough.  Speaking of don't forget to
visit the locations after ending for aftermatch dialog The models are solid and music is almost on par with Fallout series. Game
is well optimized and runs flawlessly through Steamplay (Linux).. Fun game. I enjoyed how open the world felt to exploration,
and the ending sequence was really cool as well. Make sure not to misplace your car though :). It's looking like good game for
little kids but not for me.. After all the years I can play one of my favourite Tycoon games ever again. Thanks for bringing this
title online again. Great work!!!. Start game
Do tutorial
Start campaign
Follow mission text
Get immediately destroyed because didn't build up habitat before following mission text
Restart campaign
Spend an hour building up nice combat ready habitat
Follow mission text to trigger combat
Get immediately destroyed by the unexpected npc habitat detonation
Quit game. Thought there would be major improvements on the drawing interface from Drawful 1, but results were
disappointing. Apart from the new sounds and main menu layouts, the only few improvements includes custom topics and an
additional color to paint with.
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I was expecting something like the drawing interface from TEE K.O. - multiple colors, alter pen thickness, redo button and
better sensitivity when drawing.

However, it is still a pretty fun game to enjoy when you have visitors. If you DO NOT have Jackbox party pack 1 and wishes to
enter a hilarious painting voyage with your friends, I would recommend Drawful 2. ( or get Jackbox party pack 1 :p )

p.s. Wish Jackbox party pack 4's drawing game will have a even better interface than TEE K.O. :D
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You're a witness to Beatrice Le Brun's kidnapping during one of her performances. An illusionist that was thought to have
vanished a long time ago. But apparently, they're two of them and one is clearly helping you. Along with Arthur, Beatrice's little
brother, you're investigating what's really happening.

I've been a beta tester for this game, with Artifex Mundi sending the first part of a game to people to test it. So, you bet that I've
bought this one once it's been released on Steam.

The plot is, as usual with Artifex Mundi's games (published or developed), a young woman on her own, with the help of others
when needed, trying to investigate and protect the world. You're also diving into the world of a love story and illusionists. But
it's too bad that the game doesn't involve more that magic side.

The gameplay is the standard one: use objects, combine them, find them, solve puzzles and clear hidden objects scenes. As
usual, the game isn't difficult nor easy, it's well balanced. I also like the use of Arthur, the little brother. He can be quite helpful
if you're stuck (because generally, if stuck, it means that you need Arthur).

I also like the graphics as it's in the XIXth century (if I remember correctly) or early XXth century. Anyway, you don't get to use
new technologies, so, you have often to rely on other skills or items to advance. The graphics were really transporting you back
to this era.

The soundtrack was nice.

Anyway, while I was kinda hoping for a lot the first time I've played it, I found myself a little disappointed as I feel like the
story was evolving in something that wasn't really necessary. Yeah, for me, the game isn't really Artifex Mundi' greatest
published games. But it's still a nice game, so go for it when it's in sales.. Burly Men at Sea has a very nice art style and calm
soundtrack, which will probably interest children. However, I cannot recommend the game for other players because it's very
short for the price tag, and the gameplay is repetitive and it seems like there's no point to the story.. RunGunJumpGun hurts me
because it loves me.. As a fan of Heroes this game disappointed me. I liked the powers and I think this could be a great game.
But it is so buggy and short that i think they didnt even care about the game.. The story is kinda lame, poorly translations but i
do like the art of the game and a good time wasting game also.
I mostly LMB spam just to skip the lame part of the game if you want a time wasting game i high suggest this game. Well, the
idea is quite simple. You make a triangled web (which can be upgraded) that has to capture enemies. The enemies occasionally
leave behind green orbs (among upgrade and life orbs). The green orbs are used on certain points of the level border. Most of
the time you have to unlock 6 or more of the points to end the level. Does it still make any sense ? Anyway, it starts off kinda
fun, but the enemies in the later levels are too hard to capture, making it a frustrating experience. It's one of those games you
play for several minutes, then probably never touch again. If you can get it cheap, give it a shot. Otherwise you aren't missing
out on anything in my opinion.

[Rating: 73\/100]
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